We extract light curves for 4554 objects with 9<G<19 in the K2 superstamp observations of the globular cluster M4, including 3784 cluster members, and search for variability. Among cluster member objects, we detect 66 variables, of which 52 are new discoveries. Among objects not belonging to the cluster, we detect 24 variables, of which 20 are new discoveries. We additionally discover 57 cluster-member suspected variables, 10 cluster-non-member suspected variables, and four variables with ambiguous cluster membership. Our light curves reach sub-millimagnitude precision for the cluster horizontal branch, permitting us to detect asteroseismic activity in six horizontal branch stars outside the instability strip and one inside the strip but with only ∼1 mmag amplitude variability. 19 additional stars along the red giant branch also have detected asteroseismic variability. Several eclipsing binaries are found in the cluster, including a 4.6-day detached eclipsing binary and an EWclass eclipsing binary, as well as an EW with uncertain cluster membership and three other candidate EWs. A 22-day detached eclipsing binary is also found outside the cluster. We identify a candidate X-ray binary that is a cluster member with quiescent and periodic ∼20 mmag optical variability. We also obtain high-precision light curves for ten of the previously known RR Lyrae variables in the cluster and identify one as a candidate Blazhko variable with a Blazhko period in excess of 78 days. We make our light curves publicly available.
INTRODUCTION
The globular cluster (GC) M4 (NGC 6121), located in the constellation Scorpius, is the closest GC to Earth at a distance of ∼1.8 kpc (Kaluzny et al. 2013b; Braga et al. 2015; Neeley et al. 2015) . M4 is an old GC, with recent age measurements falling between ∼11-12 Gyr (Bedin et al. 2009; Kaluzny et al. 2013b; VandenBerg et al. 2013 ) and it has a metallicity of [Fe/H]≈ − 1.2 (Harris 1996 (Harris , 2010 . Given its relative proximity to us and also the relative sparseness of its core, M4 is a prime target for the detailed study of individual GC member stars.
M4 is rich in variable objects-90 in the current count of Clement et al. (2001) , June 2016 edition-such as pulsating variables (including dozens of RR Lyrae variables), eclipsing binaries, and cataclysmic variables (Clement et al. 2001; Bassa et al. 2004; Kaluzny et al. 2013a,b; Stetson et al. 2014; Samus et al. 2017; Watson et al. 2017 and references therein). Some recent examples of the scientific utility of these variables include using RR Lyrae variables for an M4 distance determination (e.g., Braga et al. 2015) and using M4 eclipsing binaries to provide constraints on the mechanism of formation of close binaries in GCs (Kaluzny et al. 2013a) . Given the large number of variable objects already known in M4 and the scientific impact of both better understanding known variables and discovering new ones, any data that permits such is of great value. M4 was in the field of view of the Kepler telescope during Campaign 2 (running from 2014 Aug 23 to 2014 Nov 10) of the K2 mission (Howell et al. 2014) , and continuous observations of a portion of this cluster in the form of a "superstamp" were included in the data downloaded from the observatory. These and other K2 observations of GCs represent, by far, the longest continuous observations of GCs to date, and in the case of M4, the longest continuous observation of what happens to be the closest GC. Additionally, these observations were taken by a space-based observatory designed and built with high-precision photometry as its goal. This is a prime data set for an object of great scientific interest and will likely be the best time series data we have for a GC for a while to come.
Unfortunately, Kepler's design was not optimized for observing GCs. Its 3. 98/pixel pixel scale leads to significant blending in the images, particularly close to the core. Fortunately, techniques exist to partially mitigate the effects of the blending, and given the expected richness and value of the derived light curves, the effort to work through these issues is still worthwhile. The present work uses image subtraction (Alard & Lupton 1998) among other techniques to deal with the blending, and, building off of Wallace et al. (2019a) , it is, as far as we are aware, the first general analysis of the K2 observations of a GC. Previous work on these images were limited in scope: Miglio et al. (2016) looked at asteroseismic oscillations in K giants and Kuehn et al. (2017) looked at the RR Lyrae variables, but that has been it so far. The results from these limited searches demonstrate the incredible potential of the M4 K2 superstamp data. This work is focused more on breadth (production of quality light curves and identification of variables) rather than depth (full characterization of individual variable objects) and is only a starting point for analysis of these data. We describe our methods to extract and analyze data from the images in Section 2, and in Section 3 we present the results of our variability search. A discussion is presented in Section 4 and we conclude in Section 5.
METHOD
We present here a detailed description of our data reduction and variable identification pipeline.
Image Preparation
The images we used are the 16 target pixel files (TPFs) that make up the M4 superstamp from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes. Each is 50 pixels by 50 pixels in dimension. These files had the K2 EPIC ID numbers 200004370 -200004385 . We stitched the TPFs together using k2mosaic (Barentsen 2016) , producing a series of images with dimensions of 150 pixels by 300 pixels, each missing two 50 pixel by 50 pixel notches. These images were ∼10 by ∼20 on the sky. One of the images is shown in Figure 1 . The superstamp is not centered on the cluster, but rather avoids the cluster center, and is focused more on the cluster outskirts on one side of the cluster. A total of 3856 superstamp images are produced, one for each cadence. By mission design, 39 of the images had no data recorded as they took place during resaturation events (major thruster fires used to spin up the reaction wheels) that occurred every 96 cadences and were thus not usable in our analysis.
Our data extraction and reduction pipeline is very similar to that of Soares-Furtado et al. (2017) . After assembling the superstamp images, we used the fistar tool from the open-source FITSH software package (Pál 2012) for source detection in preparation for image registration. We used an asymmetric Gaussian model for the point spread function (PSF), a detection threshold of 400 ADUs, the default uplink candidate extraction algorithm, and two symmetric and one general iterations. From this, we generated a list of source positions, fluxes, and PSF shape and width parameters for each detected source. The image with the smallest median PSF full width at half maximum (FWHM) across all the detected sources was chosen as the astrometric reference image. This smallest median FWHM was 1.457 pixels, and the collection of median FWHM values across the images had a mean of 1.503 pixels and a standard deviation of 0.018 pixels. The selected astrometric reference frame image-the 1197th cadence in the campaign, which is shown in Figure 1 -also had one of the most symmetric FWHMs of all the images.
The grmatch tool from FITSH was then used to match the detected sources in each image to the selected astrometric reference image and calculate a transformation to register each image to the astrometric reference image. To determine the best parameters for the match, a grid was employed consisting of two different transformation orders (1 and 2) and many different values (170-500) for the maximum number of sources to select from the reference and image source lists (ordered by greatest flux to least) to use for the triangle matching. We ran the grmatch code for each image for all the parameters on this grid. For each image, we adopted the set of parameters which maximized the number of matched objects normalized by the square of the weighted residual, subject to the restriction that at least 100 objects were matched, and that the match was accurate (i.e., the weighted residual reported by grmatch was less than 0.001 and the reported unity was greater than 0.015). The FITSH tool fitrans was then used to register each image to the frame of the astrometric reference image using the selected transformation calculated by grmatch.
After registering the images, the next task was to create a photometric reference image to use for image subtraction. For each image, the Euclidean distance (in pixels) of the transformation of a point at the center of the image to the astrometric reference image and the closeness of the PSF size and shape (as measured by the median S, D, and K parameters) of the image to the astrometric reference image were calculated. Cutoff values for the transformation distance and the SDK closeness (respectively 0.0998 pixels and 0.1) were selected such that there were 100 images chosen to be used in the creation of a photometric reference image. The chosen images were taken mostly during the first half of the campaign, which is unsurprising considering the much larger drift in the second half of the campaign. These 100 images were then median combined using ficombine from FITSH to create the master photometric reference image.
Image Subtraction and Photometry Extraction
FITSH's ficonv tool was then used to subtract the master photometric reference image from each of the K2 images. A first-order polynomial was fit to the background and also subtracted. A constant discrete convolution kernel with a half-size of 4 pixels was used to match the PSF and flux scale of the reference image to that of each individual K2 image. This unfortunately meant that objects that were within 4 pixels of the edge of the image (a little less than 1% of the image, referred to in this work as "the edge region") were not included in the image subtraction calculation and objects near to the edge region with parts of their images cut off did not get their photometry calculated. Nine isolated, relatively bright stars across the least crowded portions of the super stamp (left, right, and upper portions) were selected by eye and used to optimize the parameters of the background transformation and the convolution kernel.
What remains after the image subtraction (barring any uncorrected systematics and/or an incorrect background fit) is an image free of any non-variable sources with random scatter about a statistical average of zero. Stars leave behind larger magnitudes of scatter than the source-less background, and saturated stars leave behind visible artifacts. Figure 2 shows the same image as Figure 1 after subtracting the master photometric reference image as described above.
Extracting photometry from the subtracted images requires a catalog of source positions as well as reference fluxes/magnitudes for each source to properly calibrate the amplitude of the variable signals found in the subtracted images. We used the Gaia first data release (DR1) source catalog (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a,b) as both our astrometric (Lindegren et al. 2016 ) and photometric (van Leeuwen et al. 2017 ) reference catalog. Our analysis was sufficiently progressed at the release Figure 1 , regions that were not included in the superstamp. The RR Lyrae variables are of sufficiently large amplitude to be visible to the naked eye in the subtracted image: the black "holes" in the middle and in the upper right of the image are two RR Lyrae variables, as are the bright spots (i.e., no dark pixels in the star's image) left and slightly down as well as right and down from the middle hole. Residual noise and saturation artifacts are visible. The 4-pixel border of zero-value pixels filling the edge region, as described in the text, is also present, and can be made out at the bottom of the image.
of the Gaia second data release (DR2; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) that we chose to stick with the Gaia DR1 data despite DR2's superior quality. That being said, data from Gaia DR2 were used as part of our analysis (for example, its identification of duplicate DR1 sources).
The Gaia DR1 source catalog is virtually complete at the magnitude range of the main sequence turnoff stars in M4 (G≈16-17) and its excellent astrometry allows for precise source position determination and aids in identifying and disentangling close neighbors that are impossible to differentiate in the K2 images. That being said, crowded regions limited Gaia's completeness in both DR1 and DR2 (e.g., Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a) . Given that these limitations in completeness correlate with crowdedness and that in the most crowded regions of our images, any star missing from our astrometric reference catalog is likely to appear in some other star's photometric processing aperture, and we proceeded anyway despite the potential completeness issues. Kepler's and Gaia's bandpasses are also very comparable, which we found eliminated any need to derive more than an additive conversion from our instrumental magnitudes to Gaia G magnitudes.
From the Gaia DR1 archive, we extracted those sources that fell inside or near to the region of the M4 superstamp and had a G magnitude brighter than 19. This cutoff does not go deep enough to cover all the stars in the cluster, nor does it go deep enough to cover the possible variable stars in the background, many of which may be sufficiently unblended in the images to detect variability. The choice of this magnitude cutoff was based on the photometric performance of Soares-Furtado et al. (2017) and our initial goal to primarily search for transiting exoplanets rather than larger-amplitude variables. The right ascension and declination values obtained for the Gaia DR1 sources were projected onto a pixel-based image coordinate system and then matched using grmatch with the extracted sources of the selected astrometric reference image. The matching, similar to before, was performed over a grid of spatial orders and number of objects to include in the triangle matching. The best transformation was then chosen as the match with at least 100 matched objects, weighted residual less than 0.001, and unitarity greater than 0.015 that had the largest number of matched objects normalized by the square of the weighted residual. We then transformed the coordinates of the Gaia DR1 sources to the astrometric reference image's frame using grmatch based on the transformation calculated above. After removing those sources with transformed coordinates that fell outside the astrometric reference image, there were 5914 sources. We refer to this as our source position catalog.
The next step was to calculate the photometry for each of the 5914 sources from the subtracted images. This required first deriving a conversion from the the G magnitudes of the photometric reference catalog to the instrumental magnitudes of the K2 images. To accomplish this, we first used the FITSH tool fiphot to obtain photometry from the master photometric reference image for a set of circular apertures, with 15 apertures ranging from 1.15 to 2.55 pixels. These radii were selected to obtain a good measure of how changing the aperture size affected the amount of flux measured for a given source over a range relevant to where the bulk of the flux falls in the PSF (the median FWHM of the PSF across the images was ∼1.5 pixels, with the range 1.45-1.55 pixels covering nearly all the median PSF widths). The apertures were centered at each of the positions of the 1024 objects that had been directly matched between the Gaia DR1 source catalog and the astrometric reference image. (Since fiphot had found only 1073 sources directly from the images, probably due to inability to disentangle highly blended sources, that is why there were far fewer matched sources than the total available from just the Gaia DR1 source catalog.) For this calculation, the sky was subtracted based on the mode of pixel values in an annulus with inner radius of 17 pixels and outer radius of 30 pixels. A radius of 3 pixels around any source in the set of 1024 matched sources was excluded from this background calculation, and the pixel values were sigma-clipped (3σ, two iterations) prior to the calculation.
After performing this reconnaissance photometry, we determined a transform from Gaia G to Kepler instrumental magnitudes. As mentioned previously, we found that an additive transform was all that was needed for this conversion, likely because of the very similar bandpasses of the two instruments. Since there is significant blending of the sources in the K2 images, we first selected out those K2 sources for which we thought there were negligible contributions from neighbors. Several unblended sources, as well as a few unsaturated bright sources for which any blending from neighbors would be small, were selected from the astrometric reference image by eye and were verified to be negligibly blended by using the Gaia DR1 source catalog. After this, sources with instrumental magnitudes in a narrow range around the transformed G magnitudes (and thus presumably negligibly blended on the images) were selected and then fit to determine a more precise value for the additive constant. For all this, we used a 2.5-pixel radius aperture to calculate the instrumental magnitudes. Next, we determined the effect that changing the aperture size had on this conversion factor. For the brightest unblended and unsaturated stars, we normalized the fluxes calculated over a range of aperture sizes to the flux in the 2.5-pixel aperture and then determined the median normalized flux for each aperture size across the selected stars. We then fit the integral of a Gaussian function to the median normalized fluxes to determine a conversion from the flux at a given aperture size to that of the 2.5-pixel aperture.
We then ran aperture photometry on the master photometric reference image for all the positions in the astrometric source catalog. As before, the sky background was calculated as the mode of pixels values in an annulus with inner radius of 17 pixels and outer radius of 30 pixels, with the same sigma clipping and source exclusion as before. The background was then subtracted. We performed the photometry calculation with apertures 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, and 3.0 pixels in radius. Then, using the G magnitudes from the photometric reference catalog, we substituted the reference fluxes for each object with the values determined from the converted G magnitudes, additionally modified based on the aperture size. This provided reasonably accurate and unblended reference fluxes for each of the objects.
We then calculated the image subtraction photometry using fiphot and the derived reference fluxes. The sky background, having been previously subtracted when the subtracted images were created, was not fit in this step. We also used the same convolution kernels calculated for the creation of the subtracted images. At this point, Kepler BJDs (KBJDs; BJD−2454833.0) were assigned to each cadence for each object. Each of the original 16 TPFs was assigned only a single KBJD for each cadence, calculated along the center of the TPF. We assigned to each object the KBJDs from the TPF image in which it was found.
After the photometry calculation from the image subtraction, we obtained light curves for 4601 objects. The reason for the reduction from the original 5914 we were calculating photometry for was that some objects were excessively blended with much brighter neighbors and were unable to have photometry measured, and that some of the objects fell in or excessively overlapped with the excluded edge region. The brightest stars (for cluster members, this corresponds to many of the giant stars) were saturated. We did not perform any special treatment of saturated stars, though because they were so bright the largest apertures employed in our process-ing (3 pixel radius) were used. Additionally, there was one previously know RR Lyrae variable, V27 of Clement et al. (2001) , that was not a Gaia DR1 source and thus did not get a light curve through the above method. We separately extracted a light curve for this star following the procedure described above and based on the transformed Gaia DR2 position for this object. The light curve for V27 did not undergo any of the following post-processing procedures since large-amplitude variables were not served well by the roll decorrelation, described in Section 2.3. Including V27, we produced 4602 light curves in total. The light curves at this stage are what we refer to as the "raw light curves" throughout the rest of this work. All of our raw and processed light curves are published and publicly available at Wallace et al. (2019b) 1 .
Photometry Post-processing
The roll of the telescope during the K2 mission introduced systematic variations to the brightness of objects as they moved across the detector (Howell et al. 2014 ). This is due to differences in pixel sensitivity unaccounted for in the K2 data reduction. These brightness variations are correlated with the object position on the detector, and are not fully corrected by the image subtraction photometry. The remaining systematic variations can be decreased by performing a decorrelation of flux variations against object position with a procedure based on Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) and Vanderburg et al. (2016) . We divided the light curves, normalized to their median values, into the same eight time chunks as Vanderburg et al. (2016) did for Campaign 2 (A. Vanderburg, private communication) . To determine the drift position of each object, the positions in the source position catalog were transformed for each cadence using the inverse of the transformation originally used to register each cadence's image to the astrometric reference frame. Since the drift of objects across the detector was primarily in one direction, for each object we used a principal components analysis (PCA) to determine this primary direction of drift. The object positions for each cadence were transformed to the axes defined by the PCA and then a fifth-order polynomial was fit to the positions. Each object's drift's arc length along the polynomial at each cadence was calculated and stored for later decorrelation. For each time chunk, we iterated over fitting long-term trends with a B-spline fit and decorrelating against the roll. For the B-spline, we had breakpoints set nominally every 1.5 days. The 1.5-day breakpoint spacing was adjusted to allow for knots to be distributed evenly across the time chunk. Also, where possible, 0.75 days from adjacent time chunks were included to improve the smoothness and accuracy of the spline fit across timechunk boundaries. We then excluded 3-σ outliers to the B-spline fit, refit the spline, and repeated this until no outliers remained to be removed. The mediannormalized light curve was then divided by the spline fit. The spline fit is not ever reintroduced into our light curves, so smoothly varying signals with timescales longer than the 1.5-day knot placement are likely to either be altered or removed. Objects with such signals are best studied from our data using the raw light curves.
After this, the fluxes of each chunk of the light curve were binned into 15 bins in arclength. 3-σ in flux outliers were excluded in each bin, and then a linear interpolation was made using the mean flux values of each non-empty bin. In cases where bins had only a single point, an interpolation between adjacent bins was made. If there was a single point in the last bin (usually corresponding to outliers in the pointing), no fit was made for that point. The light curve was then divided by this interpolation. This process of fitting a spline to the longer trends and decorrelating against position was repeated eight times or until convergence, whichever came first. We selected eight to be the maximum number of times because we found those light curves that required more than eight iterations were usually oscillating between two close fits to the data that were not quite close enough to be counted as converging. If less than 10 points were in a time chunk, the decorrelation against drift position was not performed.
We then used the trend filtering algorithm (TFA; Kovács et al. 2005) as implemented in VARTOOLS (Hartman & Bakos 2016) to clean up systematics common across the light curves. For each aperture, 250 light curves with at least 97% of the maximum number of light curves points were selected from uniform bins of source position and magnitude to be used as the trend light curves. For light curves with less than 2500 points, a subset of the selected 250 trend light curves was used in the detrending, with the number of selected trend light curves being close to but less than 10% the number of light curve points. Since the KBJDs for a given observation differed slightly depending on which TPF an object was located (see Section 2.2) and common instrumental effects were likely correlated based on actual observation time than KBJD, detrending was performed based on cadence number rather than KBJD. Light curves from stars that were known to be RR Lyrae variables or saturated were not included as potential trend light curves. All light curves were then detrended against the trend light curves for the given aperture size with trend light curves excluded from the detrending if they were closer than 6 pixels, which is ∼4 FWHMs. The light curves that resulted were the ones used in our variability search and are referred to in this work as "final light curves." Figure 3 shows the root-mean-square (RMS) scatter of the sigma-clipped (3-σ clipping, iterated three times) final light curves for those objects included in our variability search. Owing to significant outlier points in our final light curves, outlier removal was necessary for our subsequent period search. These outliers seem to be due to still-uncorrected systematics, the worst of which occurred when the telescope changed its roll direction about halfway through the campaign.
The photometric performance displayed in Figure 3 shows that our sigma-clipped light curves are able to reach millimagnitude RMS scatter down to G≈15, and 0.01 mag RMS scatter down to G≈18. There is a large envelope of points with significantly larger scatter than is typical for objects of their magnitude. Some of these are variable stars, while the rest have excessive scatter due to the amount of blending present in the images or also possibly due to breakdowns of the photometric processing for individual objects. We also note that our saturated giant/bright foreground stars do not have significantly larger scatter than, e.g., our HB stars at G≈13. The point at G≈9.5 is a star that is an intrinsic variable, hence the larger scatter. The clump of points with high RMS scatter at G≈13 are the RR Lyrae variables.
The solid line in Figure 3 shows our expected RMS performance based on source Poisson noise and the background sky flux as seen in our photometric reference image and the dotted line shows the same expected RMS performance reduced by a factor of three. We have not entirely determined the reasons for our photometric performance to fall as far below our expected performance as it does, but it is perhaps attributable to some combination of an incorrect gain value, an incorrect sky background characterization, an incorrect magnitude zero-point determination, or outliers being excessively clipped due to large, non-Gaussian errors. We note that our roll decorrelation and TFA calculations have some free parameters, but this at most could account for only a few percent decrease of the scatter relative to the expected. RMS scatter (magnitude) Figure 3 . RMS scatter as a function of Gaia DR1 G magnitude for our final light curves. The RMS is calculated from our magnitude light curves, which have been sigma clipped with 3-σ clipping iterated 3 times. All of our final 4554 objects under consideration except V27 are plotted here; V27's light curve did not undergo the same processing as those of the other objects, see text for details. The solid line shows a calculation of our expected RMS scatter and the dashed line shows that same calculation reduced by a factor of 3; see text for a discussion. The collection of objects with excessive RMS values at G≈13 are the RR Lyrae variables, though we note that our light curve processing pipeline impacted the amplitudes of large-amplitude variables.
Now that the photometric processing pipeline has been explained, sufficient context is available to discuss why certain cadences were not used in our analysis. In what follows, the cadence numbering starts at 1 for the first cadence in the campaign (which corresponds to the Kepler long cadence number of 95497). Of the 3856 cadences in Campaign 2, 39 were blank due to resat events, an additional 6 were blank due to other reasons (cadences 216-218 and 2856-2858), 12 were excluded due to our noticing excessive telescope slew during the exposure (cadences 50, 191, 202, 203, 205-207, 209, 383, 863, 1535, and 1823) , 68 were excluded due to being excessive pointing outliers (1-49, 51-57, 192-201, 204, and 727) , one was excluded due to a hot pixel column we noticed (208), and six were excluded due a majority of the light curves having large outliers (at least 50% off) in flux measurements relative to the median flux value across the whole light curve (2150, 2151, and 2153-2156) -these all occurred around the point in the obser-vations when the telescope roll direction switched. For the pointing outliers, cadences 1-49 were all pointed in a locus several pixels away from the main group of pointings, and this was an insufficient number to perform our roll decorrelation just on these points; cadences 192-201 and 204 were similarly pointed in a different locus several pixels away from the main; cadences 51-57 were pointed in a locus close to the main locus of pointing but not close to the pointings of its time chunk; and similarly the pointing of cadence 727 was quite disparate from any in its time chunk. This is a total of 132 cadences that were entirely removed from or not available for our consideration, leaving 3724 (96.6%) of the cadences for the final analysis. We note that most of the these cadences were removed from both our raw and final light curves, but that cadences 1-49 are still present in the raw light curves.
Removal of Objects
We removed from consideration objects with light curves with less than 800 points (out of a maximum number of 3724 for the final light curves). There were 32 such objects in total, leaving 4570 objects. These removed objects tended to be highly blended with a much brighter object, and this led to many light curve points' calculations failing. In practice, we found that such light curves were not productive to search for variability. The selected cutoff of 800 was rather conservative and still permitted other relatively sparse and blended light curves that were not useful, so the removal of these objects is not likely to remove anything that might be detected as a variable.
Additional Data Used for Analysis
We used the Gaia DR2 gaia dr2.dr1 neighbourhood crossmatch catalog to inform us which of the examined Gaia DR1 sources were duplicates. There were 16 DR2 sources matched to two entries in the DR1 source catalog. So that the photometric aperture used corresponded as closely as possible to the DR2 source position, in each case we kept whichever of the two DR1 sources was closest in position to the corresponding DR2 source. This also happened to correspond in each case with the DR1 source with the best "RANK" value-a calibrated measure of how close a DR1 source is to a DR2 source in both position and magnitude-between the two DR1 sources. We removed the 16 extraneous DR1 sources from the analysis and were left with a final set of 4554 objects with usable light curves. Information on these objects and their light curves is presented in Table 1 .
As part of our analysis, knowledge of the cluster membership of each of the stars was necessary. We used the membership catalog previously created by Wallace (2018b) and available at Wallace (2018a) or on GitHub 2 . This catalog fitted a two-component Gaussian mixture model to Gaia DR2 proper motions (Lindegren et al. 2018) to calculate a membership probability for all Gaia DR2 sources with reported proper motions. A very large majority of the calculated membership probabilities were < 1% or > 99%, essentially allowing the catalog to function as a binary classification in all but a few cases. Of the 4554 objects with usable light curves, 4469 of them-98.1%-were matched (again, using the gaia dr2.dr1 neighbourhood crossmatch catalog) to a single DR2 source with reported proper motions and thus were able to be assigned a cluster membership probability. Of the remaining 85 objects, 74 were matched to DR2 sources that lacked reported proper motions, 6 were matched to more than one DR2 source, and 5 were not matched to any DR2 sources. Membership probabilities for these 85 objects were not calculated. Of the 4469 objects with reported proper motions, 3784 of them had calculated membership probabilities of ≥99%.
Search for Variability
We used three algorithms for finding periodic signals in our data: the Generalized Lomb-Scargle (GLS; Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982; Zechmeister & Kürster 2009 ), phase dispersion minimization (PDM; Stellingwerf 1978) , and box-fitting least squares (BLS; Kovács et al. 2002) algorithms. The astrobase (Bhatti et al. 2017) implementations of these algorithms were used. With the amount of signal blending in the data, we incorporated a blend search with the period search. It is worth noting that this blend search incorporated only data available from the section of the superstamp we examined. Any blending or systematics due to objects that were in the edge region of the superstamp or beyond could not be readily identified. Additionally, with the amount of systematic noise remaining in the data, it was necessary for us to employ a custom and period-dependent SNR threshold, determined from our examination of the data. The code written to perform both of these tasks, simple deblend, is available at Wallace & Hoffman (2019) or on GitHub 3 . The basic framework of the algorithm used by simple deblend is as follows. For a given period search method (GLS, PDM, BLS) and star, the code:
• Determines the best period based on the period search Wallace et al. (2019b) . Table 1 is published in its entirety at Princeton University's DataSpace and can be found in the object information.txt file at the URL http://arks.princeton.edu/ark:/88435/dsp01h415pd368. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. a The identifier by which this object is known in this work. Those prepended with "V" are previously identified variables from the catalog of Clement et al. (2001) , June 2016 edition, not marked as constant; those prepended with "SC" are candidate variables from Stetson et al. (2014) ; those prepended with "W" are additional Gaia DR1 sources examined in this work. b Gaia source ID, taken from DR1 or DR2 as indicated. The DR2 ID was preferentially used and only 11 objects in this table have their DR1 IDs quoted. c J2000.0; data taken from Gaia DR1 (Lindegren et al. 2016) or DR2 (Lindegren et al. 2018) as indicated in the "Gaia ID" column (see table note b). d Gaia G magnitude taken from either Gaia DR1 (van Leeuwen et al. 2017) or DR2 as indicated in the "Gaia ID" column (see table note b). Please note that G had a different definition between DR1 and DR2 . GBP and GRP are taken only from Gaia DR2 and were not included in Gaia DR1, nor are they available for all Gaia DR2 sources. e Number of points in the light curve. Raw light curves are used for objects with identifiers beginning with "V" and final light curves for all others. Raw light curves can include data from cadences 1-49 and so may have more points than the maximum of 3724 for the final light curves. f RMS of the light curve, with sigma clipping (3σ, iterated three times). Raw light curves are used for objects with identifiers beginning with "V" and final light curves for all others. g Membership probability as calculated by Wallace (2018b) . "N. DR2" means this object was not matched to a Gaia DR2 source; "N. D." means this object lacked proper motion data in Gaia DR2 and its membership probability could not be calculated; "Dup." means this DR1 source was matched to multiple DR2 sources.
• Checks the periodogram SNR of this period against the threshold; if below the threshold, then quits the period search
• Phase-folds neighbor light curves at the given period and figures out which of all the objects has the highest flux amplitude of variability
• Records the star as the source of that variability if the star has the highest flux amplitude of variability
• Fits out the found period using a Fourier series fit to the data, then repeats This is repeated for the desired number of periodsthree for our analysis-or until no more robust signals are found. As a more detailed description, for a given period search method and star, the code runs the astrobase implementation of the period search algorithm. In each search, working in magnitudes (and not fluxes), the minimum period searched was 0.06 days and the maximum period search was 78 days for GLS and PDM-about as long as the maximum duration of the final light curvesor, for BLS, half the observation duration of the light curve. A frequency grid for the search was selected automatically with the autofreq parameter set to true. For GLS and PDM, this produced a frequency grid with frequency spacing ∆f = 1/(5 × L), with L being the duration of the observations. For BLS, this produced a frequency grid with ∆f = 0.25 × q min /L, with q min being the minimum transit duration in units of fractional phase. This was set to 0.02 and the maximum transit duration was set to 0.55. For BLS, the number of phase bins also needed to be set, and was set to 200.
After running a period search, the resultant periodogram was median filtered to correct for trends that were presumably due to non-white noise. For each point in the periodogram, either 40 (for GLS and PDM) or 100 (for BLS; larger due to its smaller ∆f ) of the periodogram values on each side, outside of an exclusion area that was equal to 4/L on each side, were collected and were 3-σ sigma clipped before calculating their median, which was then subtracted to produce the filtered periodogram. For PDM, which has periodogram values of one for frequencies with no power, the filtered periodogram values had one added back on. The peak with the highest power was then found, and the robustness of this peak was determined using an SNR calculation on the median-filtered periodogram values. The noise for the ratio was calculated using the standard deviation σ per of nearby periodogram values collected in the exact same way as described above for determining the median filter. The SNR value was then simply the ratio of the periodogram value p with this standard deviation, p/σ per or, for PDM, (1−p)/σ per . Appropriate thresholds for this SNR were determined as a function of period by comparing the SNR values for objects and periods with previously determined variability and (for BLS) injected transits with the rest of the detected periods. This and the selected thresholds are show in Figure 4 . If the SNR did not exceed the threshold, the period is marked as not robust and the periods search for this object was done.
If the period was determined to be robust using the SNR threshold described, the next step was to check for blends. The light curve was fit with a seven-harmonic Fourier series, which was then evaluated at 200 evenly spaced points. A flux amplitude was then calculated using the minimum and maximum of these Fourier series evaluations, converted from magnitudes. Subsequently, all neighbors within 12 pixels had their flux amplitudes at the same period determined in the same fashion. The choice of 12 pixels was determined by choosing two RR Lyrae variables and looking at all the light curves for surrounding objects to see how far their influence extended. If the object was determined to have the largest flux amplitude, then the period was considered a valid detection, and an 11-harmonic Fourier series fit at the Thresholds for the periodogram SNR for the three period search methods. The corresponding period search method is shown in the upper right of each panel. The blue points show the values calculated from the best eight periods found for each object. For BLS, the orange dots show the values for light curves with injected transits from transiting objects with radii between 0.3-3.5 RJ. For all panels, the red dots show the periodogram SNR values for objects and periods we identified as being variables during some initial reconnaissance of the data. Not all variables are identified by all the methods, so there are red dots missing between the panels. The thresholds used in our analysis are plotted with a black line in each panel.
period was subtracted, except for the offset term, from the light curve for subsequent period determination.
We noticed two cases where known low-amplitude variables-specifically, the millimagnitude RR Lyrae (mmRR) variables of Wallace et al. (2019a) -were marked as blends. This was because their periods were ∼ 2 3 that of some large-amplitude-variable neighbors. Although folding these neighbors' light curves on the mmRR variability period did not produce the ideal folding for these neighbors' variability, the folded neighbor light curves still had a large enough amplitude to be larger than the mmRRs' ∼mmag variability. Because of this, if the object was determined as not having the largest flux amplitude, then the neighbor with the largest flux amplitude at the given period was checked to make sure that period corresponded to a "real" period of the object. This was determined by running the given period search method on the neighbor's light curve and checking whether the found period matched any of the neighbor's top 8 periods. If the period matched any of the neighbor's top 8 found periods, then the period was marked as a blend and, as for the valid period, the light curve with an 11-harmonic Fourier series fit removed (except for the offset term) was then used for a subsequent period search. This recursed until either a valid period was found, a period was determined to not be sufficiently robust, or, in the case of sequential finds of blending, a recursion limit was hit. This recursion limit was set to be 4 for GLS and PDM and 3 for BLS. Additionally, if a particular object and period's flux amplitude was not the greatest but was greater than 90% the maximum flux amplitude of its highestamplitude neighbor, it was marked as a possible source of the variability.
The 1310 objects thus determined to have robust periods were then searched by eye for classification and to weed out false positives. For this by-eye evaluation, we used the checkplot submodule of astrobase. After variables and suspected variables were identified, those with similar periods were checked against each other to look for blends by evaluating the similar shapes and phasing of the variability. In many cases, nearby stars were blended with each other, but in some cases the identified blends were quite spatially disparate and may have arisen from some effect of our photometric processing. Appendix A provides specific details on these manually determined blends. We had 161 variables or suspected variables remaining after this manual step.
The periodogram SNR selection criterion as we implemented it was not robust to detect objects with strong variability at a variety of fairly close periods, such as giant stars with solar-like oscillations. This is owing to the calculated noise being artificially high from the variability at these other periods. In fact, in Figure 4 , most of the red points that fall below to the thresholds belong to such asteroseismically active objects. For simplicity and given the breadth-focused nature of this work, we did not make a special search for such variability in those stars for which we may have had a priori reasons for suspecting such variability, and we know our accounting of such variables in this work is incomplete. Readers interested in such variability are encouraged to download the light curves and perform their own searches.
Amplitude, Epoch, and Final Period and Period Uncertainty Determination
For each object determined to be a variable or a suspected variable, a final period search was made using one of our three period search methods with a fine frequency grid (∆f = 10 −6 ) in a restricted region of frequencies. These frequencies corresponded to possible periods based on the observation duration and the period originally detected in our variability search. The period with the strongest power in this finer search was selected as the final period for the object. For objects with narrow eclipses, a trapezoid model was instead fitted to determine the period, amplitude (trapezoid depth; quoted as a negative number in the case of inverse transits), epoch (center point of transit), and period uncertainty. For all other objects, the amplitude and epoch were derived from a multiharmonic fit to the phase-folded light curve, with amplitude being derived from the difference between the minimum and maximum values of the fit and epoch being the KBJD of the minimum of the fit. The number of harmonics used varied from object to object, with the most being 11 (for the RRABs) and the least being 1, and most objects having between 1-5 harmonics for their fits. Epochs were always adjusted to be within one period of the KBJD of the earliest observations of our final light curves, KBJD = 2060.284181. Period uncertainties were derived from bootstrap resampling, with 100 resamplings, and with the fine-grid search described above being performed on each resampling and the quoted uncertainty being the difference between the 15.865 and 84.135 percentiles of the calculated periods. Such values are more of a confidence interval than a formal uncertainty, but we still quote them as our period uncertainties. Uncertainties on epochs and amplitudes were not determined.
VARIABILITY SEARCH RESULTS
The presentation of the results is organized based on the cluster membership probability of the star, whether it is a horizontal branch (HB) star, and whether a given variability signal is certain, suspected, or indeterminably blended. As far as possible, we adopt the same variability classification scheme, including abbreviations, as used in the General Catalog of Variable Stars (GCVS), March 2017 edition (Samus et al. 2017) , with additional designations to describe variability not described in this classification scheme. Other than W1189, W3756, and the variables in the Clement et al. (2001) catalog, none of the variables or suspected variables presented here are cross-listed in the GCVS. As part of our breadth versus depth approach, most of our variables go unclassified.
Summary Figures
We first present some figures showing general results from the variability search. Figure 5 shows the positions of the variables in the superstamp images, differentiated by cluster members, nonmembers, blended variables, and suspected variables. Figure 6 shows a colormagnitude diagram (CMD) for the examined stars, with the identified variables and suspected variables marked. The HB is visible at G≈13 and 0.5 G BP − G RP 1.6, and the main sequence turnoff is visible at G≈16.5 and G BP − G RP ≈1.2. We note two stars that are proper motion cluster members and are well off the expected photometric track. The magenta triangle at G BP − G RP ≈0.0 is W1136 and is blended with several other stars (Gaia DR2 source catalog has four other stars within 5 ). However, the Gaia DR2 data does not indicate any potential errors in the photometric measurements: its G BP flux error over mean flux is 3.7×10 −3
and G RP flux error over mean flux is 2.2 × 10 −3 and phot bp rp excess factor of 1.24. The magenta circle at G BP − G RP ≈2.5 is W4490 and has no Gaia DR2 sources within 5 . Its G BP flux error over mean flux is 7.6 × 10 −3 and G RP flux error over mean flux is 2.0×10 −3 , while the phot bp rp excess factor is 1.46. However, W4490 is a unique object (likely an X-ray binary) that we discuss further in Section 3.4. Figure 7 shows photometric data and variability amplitudes versus periods for all of the variables. Of particular note is the period-luminosity relationship seen in the upperleft panel for objects with multiharmonic variability that mirrors that seen for RR Lyrae variables. This will be further discussed in Section 3.4. . Color-magnitude diagram for the stars we obtained light curves for, with variables marked. The photometric data are taken from Gaia DR2 . Of the 4554 objects we obtained light curves for, 11 objects did not have any DR2 data, and 92 objects were missing GBP and/or GRP data and are not included here. None of the variables or suspected variables were missing these data. The gray points show the data for all the objects. Red points show the data for the RR Lyrae variables, blue points the data for those objects classified as multiharmonic or millimagnitude RR Lyrae variables, gold points the data for objects classified as some type of eclipsing binary (EA, EB, or EW), and magenta points the data for other types of variables. Those variables that are cluster members are marked with closed symbols and those that are not cluster members or have ambiguous cluster membership are marked with open symbols. Circle symbols are those for which one object is identified as the variable, while triangle symbols mark variables that are indistinguishably blended. The inset shows the same data, but with the suspected variables marked in black, and with the same open/closed symbol membership convention as the main panel. Note the differing scales between the main panel and the inset.
et al. (2014). This does not include the other previously known variables of W1189, reported as a delta Scuti (DSCUT) variable by Yao & Tong (1989) , W3756, reported as a gamma Doradus (GDOR) variable by Yao et al. (2006a) , or the asteroseismic giant stars of Miglio et al. (2016) ; these are discussed later. We also note that none of the new variables of Safonova et al. (2016) , which are not in the Clement et al. catalog, fell on the superstamp. A summary of the results for sources not marked "CST" (constant) in the Clement et al. catalog is found in Table 2 , and the associated light curves are found in Figure 8 . There are 12 variables from the Clement et al. (2001) and two from Stetson et al. (2014) that fell into our observable region. Non. In the x-axis labels, "d" stands for "day." The period-luminosity relation of the RR Lyrae variables is seen, and the multiharmonic variables also appear to continue this relation to longer and shorter periods.
that can be done with the superstamp data than what is presented in this work. For example, simple aperture photometry could be used on those stars in the less crowded portions of the edge region. V6, V7, V8, V9, V10, V15, V19, V27, V29, and V61 are all RR Lyrae variables. V6 and V61 are RRCs, while the others are all RRABs. Our period-search method did not detect any significant variability at periods other than (sub)harmonics of the main period, but we wish to stress that our method was focused more on deblending and primary period finding than on a detailed analysis of small-scale variability in these RR Lyrae variables. Kuehn et al. (2017) performed such an analysis for the RR Lyrae variables in the M4 K2 superstamp.
V8, V9, and V61 are in fairly close proximity to each other and to a few other HB stars. In particular, V8 and V9 are blended and we observed a beating effect between their two periods that created the increased scatter of their light curves seen in Figure 8 . We did not correct for the blending between these two stars, though in principle it should be possible. We do not know if V61's relatively larger scatter is due to blending with V8 and V9 (it is further from them than they are from each other) or just generally higher noise in that part of the image due to the concentration of HB stars, or perhaps something else.
We checked for Blazhko variations among the RR Lyrae variables by searching plots of the (unphased) light curves by eye. Stetson et al. (2014) reported V15 and V29 as candidate Blazhko variables. Kuehn et al. (2017) , who used the same K2 superstamp data as us, reported V19 and V29 as Blazhko variables as detected via sidepeaks in the amplitude spectra. They also reported the V35 of Clement et al. (2001) as a Blazhko Stetson et al. (2014) that were in the K2 superstamp and for which we have light curves. Phase-folded light curves are shown in the top 12 panels, while the bottom two light curves show unphased light curves for V13 and SC3. The top left of each panel shows the identifier for the associated star, and the top right shows the period (or "Unphased" for V13 and SC3) at which the light curve is folded, with "d" standing for "day." Gray points show the individual magnitude measurements, while the black points are binned-median values. For all light curves except that of SC4, the raw light curve output from our image subtraction is used. SC4, along with almost all the other light curves presented in this work, has the additional roll decorrelation and TFA post-processing as described in Section 2.3. a The identifier by which this object is known in this work, see Table 1 . Those prepended with "V" are previously identified variables from the catalog of Clement et al. (2001) , June 2016 edition, not marked as constant, and those prepended with "SC" are candidate variables from Stetson et al. (2014) . b J2000.0; data taken from Gaia DR2 (Lindegren et al. 2018 ).
c Gaia G magnitude taken from Gaia DR2 ).
d The period of the variability in days.
e The uncertainty of the period of the variability, see Section 2.8 for details on how this is measured.
f The amplitude of the variability in magnitudes, see Section 2.8 for details on how this is measured.
g The epoch of the minimum of the variability, expressed in KBJD (BJD−2454833.0). See Section 2.8 for details on how this is measured. h Classification based on the GCVS Variability Types, fourth edition (Samus et al. 2017 ).
i Not a cluster member.
j Not a cluster member; significantly blended with V19 and unable to determine its own variability. variable, but this star appeared in our edge region and so we did not extract a light curve for it. Here is what we note from our analysis, with Figure 9 showing the associated light curves for V7 and V29:
• V7: suspected Blazhko variable, with a period longer than the duration of the observation (most of a cycle is seen).
• V15: Our manual vetting did not find any Blazhko variability. As noted above, Stetson et al. (2014) marked this as a candidate Blazhko (though they did not record a period), while Kuehn et al. (2017) did not. V15 is itself a very peculiar object, as noted by Clementini et al. (1994) and we refer interested readers to that work and its references for full details. In short, the star has peculiarities in its light and radial velocity curves, which could be due either to this star being in process of transitioning from an RRAB to an RRC or a strong Blazhko variability.
• V19: Our manual vetting did not find any Blazhko variability. The sidepeak analysis of Kuehn et al. (2017) found a Blazhko period of 16.554 days.
• V29: Blazhko variable, as also noted by Kuehn et al. (2017) V13 was first reported as a variable star in Leavitt & Pickering (1904) and is presently reported as being a semi-regular variable (SR). Eggen (1972) observed a ∼40-day variability and an amplitude of ∆V = 0.5 mag. In our raw light curve, we see low-amplitude variability of ∼0.1 mag, quasiperiodic with a period range of ∼20-30 days, as can be seen in Figure 8 . The star is saturated in the images, so it is possible that systematics remain in our light curve. We also note that our final light curve for this object did not have any variability detected for this object, possibly due to the spline fit fitting out the long-term variability. We mention this as an example of long-term variability that can go undetected by the method employed in this work.
V66 is a ∼0.26-day contact eclipsing binary of the W Ursae Majoris type (EW by the GCVS classification). From our analysis, it was not immediately clear which of four blended stars (V66, as well as W1347, W1380, and W1426) was the source of the variability, as all four had approximately the same flux amplitude in our light curves. However, the discovery observations (Kaluzny et al. 1997 ) were taken at much higher resolution (median seeing FWHM ∼1. 0-1. 1 for five of the six nights of observation) than the separations of these four starswhich were comparable to but slightly greater than Kepler's ∼4 pixel scale. We thus show the light curve only for V66 and not any of its blends.
SC3 is not a cluster member. Similar to V13, it did not have variability detected by our pipeline in its final light curve, again likely owing to the long-term and smooth nature of the variability being fitted out by our spline fit. In the raw light curve, we observe approximately the same period and amplitude of variability as Stetson et al. (2014) . SC4, not a cluster member, was identified as a variable by Stetson et al. (2014) . However, Gaia DR2 has a phot variable flag triggered on the nearby W3152, which is a cluster member, and not SC4. Our pipeline marked SC4 as the true variable and W3152 as blended with SC4, though the flux amplitudes are within ∼15% of each other. The resolution of the images used by SC4 was sufficient to resolve these objects, which had 2. 7 separation, so we stick with Stetson et al. (2014) in calling SC4 and not W3152 the variable.
SC5 is reported as a 0.4197-day period object with ∼0.5 mag amplitude and it should have easily been detected with our data and pipeline. However, it is separated from V19-itself having a 0.4678-day period-by 7. 6 and is quite blended with it. Our pipeline did not identify any variability for SC5 at the reported period. More careful removal of V19's signal from the data may prove fruitful for this object, but we do not perform such an analysis here.
Our pipeline also produced light curves for V54 (this work: W3012), V55 (this work: W3267), and V80 (this work: W3471), all of which are marked "CST" in the Clement et al. (2001) catalog, meaning that there is uncertainty about whether they are actually variable. Our pipeline did not flag any significant variability for any of these objects, but that does not mean they are not variable. Given the caveats of our variable-search method and the relatively low noise levels our light curves were able to reach, we decided to take a closer look at these stars, particularly their raw light curves. V54 was marked "CST" from the time of its initial listing in the Clement et al. (2001) catalog because the first report of its variability (Yao et al. 1981a ; see also Yao et al. 1981b for an English translation) reported such a small amplitude for the star and it was observed over only a ∼2-hour time window total. V54 is a giant star and a proper motion member of the cluster. It exhibits multiharmonic variability, with the strongest GLS power at ∼1.02-day period, with a ∼1 mmag variability. The reason this was not detected by our method is likely the rich structure of the periodogram boosted the noise value used in the periodogram SNR calculation, thus leading to an SNR value that fell below the threshold. This variability, though, is of ∼1 mmag amplitude, much smaller than the ∼0.1-0.2 mag seen for this star in Yao et al. (1981a) and is probably unrelated to what they reported.
V55 was also first reported by Yao et al. (1981a,b) and was also marked "CST" from its initial entry into the Clement et al. (2001) catalog for the same reasons as V54. V55 is an HB star and a proper motion member of the cluster. The variability amplitude reported by Yao et al. (1981a) for V55 (∼0.1-0.2 mag) is larger than the ∼3 mmag RMS value we obtain for the raw light curve or the ∼0.3 mmag RMS noise value we obtain for the final light curve. The strongest GLS period is ∼3.10 day, but this is somewhat weak and the periodogram overall is fairly noisy.
V80 is a subgiant member of the cluster. Variability was reported by Yao et al. (2007) (see Yao et al. 2006b for an English translation) as variable with a period of about a day and with amplitude of 0.05 mag in V . Despite our obtaining an RMS noise level of ∼0.01 mag in its raw light curve and ∼3 mmag in its final light curve, no significant variability is seen.
Thus from our work we think V54 should be marked a low-amplitude asteroseismic variable and V55 and V80 retain their "CST" designations, though it would seem the variability we observe for V54 is not the same variability, or at least significantly changed from, what was reported by Yao et al. (1981a) .
Millimagnitude RR Lyrae and the Other Horizontal Branch Stars
Two of the HB stars-W2015 and W2386-have been more fully examined in Wallace et al. (2019a) as potential low-amplitude RRC pulsators (millimagnitude RR Lyrae variables, or mmRRs as coined in that work). W2015 is mmRR 1 from that work, W2386 is mmRR2, and W4081 is G3168 briefly mentioned in that work. We define the HB in similar fashion as Wallace et al. (2019a) : stars with 14.3 < G BP < 13.0 and G BP − G RP < 1.5 and a >95% cluster membership probability (though the membership probabilities for all these stars are so high that a 99% cutoff could be used with no loss). Excluding the 10 stars previously identified as RR Lyrae variables (see Table 2 ), we have light curves for 24 HB stars, eight of which we detected as significantly variable. Information on these HB variables is found in Table 3 , and Figure 10 shows the phase-folded light curves and GLS periodograms for these objects. We stress once again, though, that our periodogram SNR cutoff can sometimes exclude stars with significant vari- Figure 10 . Phase-folded light curves and periodograms for the eight stars identified in this work as variable or suspected variable HB stars that are not RR Lyrae. Gray points show the individual magnitude measurements and the black points are binned-median values. The y-axis shows Kp, in units of millimagnitude, relative to the median Kp magnitude. In the top-right corner of each panel is shown (in order from top to bottom) the object identifier, the period used for the phase folding, the median magnitude subtracted off, and, for W3125, "SUSP" indicating that this is a suspected variable. For the inset periodogram in each panel, "GLS N.P" stands for "Generalized Lomb-Scargle Normalized Power" and the red arrow points to the location in the periodogram of the phase-folding period. For W3125, the arrow points slightly off the maximum value of the peak as the period used was taken from a BLS determination of the period rather than a GLS determination. For W4081, the arrow is pointing at a period twice that of the periodogram peak, since upon visual inspection of the light curve we chose a period twice that found by GLS. In the inset x-axis and the listed period, "d" stands for "day." W2015 and W2386 are the mmRRs from Wallace et al. (2019a) . ability at other periods close to the peak period, so it is entirely possible that multiharmonic variability is to be found among many of the other 16 non-RR-Lyrae HB stars. Indeed, a quick search that we performed revealed many of them-though not all-to possess multiharmonic variability. To maintain internal consistency with our search method, we do not report them in detail here, but do note again our light curves are available for download and analysis at Wallace et al. (2019b) . Several of these objects are blended with other bright stars, so we advise appropriate caution in using them. Two particularly notable blends we noticed were W818, which is likely a blend with W1189; and W1607, which is either blended or otherwise left with a photometric footprint of the somewhat distant V10. W1607 has some power in its periodogram outside the blend period and may possess intrinsic variability. Likewise, W1628 and W1643 are blended with V61 and V9 and may require a more careful analysis.
Interpreting the previously identified mmRRs in the context of these additional HB variables is informative. Given that the periodogram structures seem to form a continuum between the strongly mono-periodic W2015 and the rich, very multi-periodic periodogram of W521, it is possible that what we have called mmRRs are a transition between the asteroseismic variability of HB stars outside of the instability strip and the RR Lyrae pulsators inside. We note that W2015/mmRR 1 and W3125 are blueward of the instability strip, W4081 is inside the strip, and the remaining objects are redward. There still remain many questions. Why does W2015 (mmRR1) have such a single dominant period whereas the other HBs do not have any periods with such great prominence? What causes the range of periods seen? What causes W4081's striking even-odd amplitude modulation, and why is it found in the instability strip but not pulsating like the RR Lyrae variables? Certainly the K2 photometric precision and the observations of concentrations of HB stars in GCs allows for an unprecedented look at the asteroseismic variations of HB stars outside the instability strip in addition to the RR Lyrae variables themselves. We also echo our previous caveat that other HB stars with rich periodogram structures may have been missed by our period search method, and these may not be the only HB stars with detectable oscillations. Table 3 shows information for the variable cluster members, both proper and suspected variables. The suspected variables are more thoroughly discussed and presented in Appendix B. Figures 11, 12 , and 13 show the phase-folded light curves for the variables. We discuss here and in Section 3.5 some of the more notable cluster-member variables.
Other Cluster Variables
W4490 has a particularly interesting light curve: a 1.959-day period triangular-shaped increase in brightness, with an amplitude of ∼20 mmag 4 . Figure 13 plots the phase-folded raw light curve instead of the processed, final light curve. We found that the processing cut its amplitude approximately in half. The raw light curve has systematic noise, most likely due to this object's period being very close to the resaturation period (1.962 days) and nearly an integer multiple of the drift correction and observing cadence. Verbunt (2001) reports a ROSAT X-ray source detection 2. 8 away from this object (object X8 in NGC6121/M4), with a reported position statistical error on the X-ray source of 2. 6 and an additional projection error of ∼5 also at play. This spatially coincident X-ray source with the reported variability period have informed our classification of this object as an X-ray binary. This portion of M4 unfortunately has not been included in fields of view of previous Chandra observations, which have been primarily focused on the cluster's core (e.g. Bassa et al. 2004 ). Its unusual photometry was noted in Section 3.1 and Figure 6 . As measured by Gaia DR2, this object is much more red than we would expect for a star of its luminosity in the cluster.
Of the other cluster-member variables in Figures 11-13, most are low-amplitude sinusoids, possibly including some ellipsoidal or rotational variables. Many are giant stars showing mmRR or multiharmonic asteroseismic variability. For those objects the periods shown in the figures are typically just the dominant sinusoidal component. In Figure 7 , it can be seen in the top-left panel that these stars appear to extrapolate the period-luminosity relationship of the RR Lyrae, with variables of longer period than the RR Lyrae variables continuing the relation of the RRABs (the cluster of diamonds with period greater than 0.4 days), the handful of objects with periods less than the RRCs (the two diamonds with periods ∼0.3 days) seeming to form a parallel trend, and objects falling into the period range of the RR Lyrae variables themselves having similar G magnitudes as them. Since G is correlated with evolutionary state for these stars, and thus with stellar density, it is not surprising that the oscillation periods, which are determined in part by stellar densities, are correlated with G even for smalleramplitude oscillators than the RR Lyrae variables. The scatter seen in the relation is probably due to the picking up different modes for different stars as the dominant cause of the photometric variability. We also note an apparent correlation between amplitude and period in the lower-right panel of Figure 7 for the multiharmonic and mmRR stars.
There were a number of variable signals that were indistinguishably blended between two or more stars and that were not able to be disentangled either from our data or from referencing some other previous work of which we knew. Table 4 lists these objects, both cluster members and nonmembers, and Figure 14 shows the associated light curves. W283/W293, and W1318/W1335/W1246, both EWs, are discussed in Section 3.5. Note-Classifications are not attempted for the suspected variables. Explanations regarding why these are reported as suspected instead of discovered variables can be found in Appendix B. a The identifier by which this object is known in this work, see Table 1 .
b J2000.0; data taken from Gaia DR2 (Lindegren et al. 2018) . All entries in this table are DR2 sources, so none of the information presented is from Gaia DR1. c Gaia G magnitude taken from Gaia DR2 . All entries in this table are DR2 sources, so none of the information presented is from Gaia DR1. d The period of the variability in days.
e The uncertainty of the period of the variability in 10 −4 days, see Section 2.8 for details on how this is measured.
f The amplitude of the variability in millimagnitudes, see Section 2.8 for details on how this is measured. A negative amplitude means that the light curve shows a box-like signal that is a brightening, rather than the more common eclipse-based dimmings for such signals. g The epoch of the minimum of the variability, expressed in KBJD (BJD−2454833.0). See Section 2.8 for details on how this is measured. h Method used for determining amplitude and epoch. "Harm." means a harmonic fit was used and "Trap." means a trapezoid fit was used. i Classification based on the GCVS Variability Types, fourth edition (Samus et al. 2017) , where possible. Additional designations used: "mmRR", millimagnitude RR Lyrae; "mh", multiharmonic variability; "shortperiod", sinusoidal variability of <0.1-day period; "xrb", a likely X-ray binary, but not classified as "X" since we do not know of variability in the X-ray emission. j Six other stars observed with same variability; this chosen as variable since it was most robust detection; see paper for details.
k These two stars (W689 and W1154) are 27 pixels apart but have consistent periods and, based on our analysis, may phase with each other. l Slightly blended with V8. This detected variability is not a (sub)harmonic of that variability, so we are confident this belongs to the star itself. m Slightly blended with V10. This detected variability is not a (sub)harmonic of that variability, so we are confident this belongs to the star itself. n The trapezoid model appeared to fail to fit the full amplitude of the signal. Actual amplitude may be ∼2-3 times larger.
o Epoch and possibly amplitude may be inaccurate owing to PDM being employed to fold these transits and a harmonic fit being used to determine epoch and amplitude. p Single event. Figure 11 . Phase-folded light curves for cluster members that, other than W2665 and W3033, are newly identified as variable stars in this work. W2665 and W3033 were previously identified by Miglio et al. (2016) . The panels are ordered by the target identifier. Here we show the first 15 cluster variables. Additional variables are shown in Figures 12 and 13 . Gray points show the individual magnitude measurements and the black points are binned-median values. The y-axis shows Kp, in units of millimagnitude, relative to the median Kp magnitude. In each panel, the identifier of the star is shown in the upper left corner, and (from top to bottom) the folding period and subtracted median magnitude are shown in the upper right corner. For the listed period, "d" stands for "day." Note-All amplitudes and epochs calculated using a harmonic fit, compared to Tables 3 and 5 where some were determined with a trapezoid fit a See table notes for Table 3 for details on these columns.
b The epoch of the minimum of the variability, expressed in KBJD (BJD−2454833.0). See Appendix B for details on how this is measured. Significant differences in epochs between blended objects are due to differences in the fitted harmonics for each case; these objects do phase up. c Cluster membership probability, as calculated by Wallace (2018b) .
d The best period found for this object in our period search was 1.500 days, which may be a modulation of the ∼0.5 day period. e The best period found for this object was 0.38587 days. We were unable to get a good fit on the ∼0.5 day period, but this object does have visible variability when folded on this period and has an image locations very close to the other stars in this blended group. It may be that there is more than one variable in this group. f No proper motion data available; probable photometric cluster member.
g Both W3883 and W3894 have similar period and epoch as W4084, but are ∼66 pixels away.
h Probable photometric cluster member. Figure 11 , but for stars with signals that are indistinguishably blended in our data. In each case, only one star from each set of blended stars is chosen to represent the light curve. See Table 4 for more information.
Cluster Eclipsing and Contact Binaries
W1601, shown in Figure 11 , is a detached eclipsing binary with a 4.6337-day period. The phase difference between the primary and secondary eclipses reveals the system to be slightly eccentric. The system appears to be grazing, with a primary eclipse depth of 0.038±0.005 mag, a fractional duration of 0.046±0.003, and an eclipse ingress fractional duration of 0.016 ± 0.004, making the eclipse very triangular. There is also a sinusoidal variability on top of the eclipses, suggesting ellipsoidal variability, not terribly surprising considering the short period of the binary. This informs our classification of this as an Algol-type eclipsing binary (EA). Based on the Clement et al. catalog, this is the sixth EA known in M4, with the note that the two EAs of Safonova et al. (2016) are not cluster members based on the proper motions reported there.
W4361, shown in Figure 13 , is possibly another eclipsing binary. In this case the system appears to be semidetached or maybe even contact binary. The eclipses are very triangular. The depth of the primary eclipse based on our trapezoid fit is 0.72 ± 0.05 mmag, with a fractional eclipse duration of 0.21 ± 0.01 and fractional ingress duration of 0.07 ± 0.01. This is a red giant star, with a radius that should be much larger than the ∼15 R implied by the orbital period and the ∼0.8 M maximum expected masses for each of the stars given their membership in the cluster. Perhaps W4361 is simply blended with a background eclipsing binary or even another binary in the cluster.
W293, blended with W283, is a clear example of an EW, having a period of 0.20450 days and a primary eclipse depth of ∼30 mmag and a secondary eclipse depth of approximately half that. Both stars are cluster members. Similarly, W1318, blended with W1335 and W1346, is also a clear EW. The orbital period is 0.277389 days and the primary eclipse depth is ∼20 mmag and the secondary eclipse depth ∼10 mmag. W1318 and W1346 are proper motion members of the cluster, but W1335 does not have reported proper motions in Gaia DR2. However, based on its CMD location (G≈18.4, G BP − G RP ≈1.44), it is a probable cluster member, and so we report a high degree of certainty that this EW also belongs to the cluster. There are also two other suspected EWs: W3431/W3436/W3456, all three of which are cluster members, and W2761/W2779/W2793/W2813, of which all but the last are cluster members.
Variables Not In M4
Included with the rich variety of cluster-member variables are many variables that were not cluster members. Table 5 shows information for these variable stars, and Figures 15 and 16 show the phase-folded light curves. The suspected variables will be more thoroughly discussed in Appendix B.
At ∼1.8 kpc in distance, and also being relatively close to the Galactic center (l≈351
• , b≈16
• ), the non-clustermember stars in the direction of M4 are a mixture of both foreground and background objects. We will touch on only two of the field variables here.
W1189 is also HD 147491 and V972 Sco of the GCVS. Yao & Tong (1989) reported this star as being a DSCUT variable with a ∼0.02-day period; however, we do not see any ∼0.02-day variability, and the 1.5097 day period we find is too long for a DSCUT. We think it is more likely that this is a gamma Doradus variable (GDOR). This is also the brightest star in the M4 superstamp, with Gaia DR2 G = 9.46.
W3756 is also V1331 Sco of the GCVS. Yao et al. (2006a) identified a ∼15 mmag, 1.03-day period variability in this star based on V -band observations taken in 1990 and 1991 and classified it as a GDOR. We see a ∼1 mmag amplitude and a 0.634-day period. There is also power in our GLS, PDM, and BLS periodograms for this object at a period ∼0.97 days (compare with the original 1.03-day period in the discovery), which is the dominant periodogram peak when the main period and its harmonics are removed. GDOR variability can change in amplitude and dominant frequency over time. This combined with the differences between the K p and V bandpasses make it unsurprising for us to see a different amplitude and dominant period relative to the Yao et al. (2006a) observations, made over 23 years prior the K2 observations. W2203 is a detached eclipsing binary with a 21.72-day period and what appears to be reflections or other brightening events just before and after both the primary and secondary eclipses. The primary eclipse depth is 0.013 ± 0.001 mag, with a fractional eclipse duration of 0.028 ± 0.003 and a fractional ingress duration of 0.005 ± 0.002.
Finally, we remind the reader of the blended variables in Table 4 and Figure 14 that are not cluster members: W2013 (blended with W2006) and W2813 (blended with W2761, W2779, and W2793). Table 3 for details on these columns.
b Period very close to a systematic period, but this object was kept as a variable owing to the strength of the signal.
c Classified as DSCUT by Yao & Tong (1989) , but we do not observe the same variability they report, and we think a GDOR classification is more likely to be correct. d Blended with V19; this period appears in the data only after removing V19's blended signal.
e Lacked proper motion data to calculate membership probability.
f Classification from Yao et al. (2006a) .
g Blended with W3825, which our code also marked as a variable; however, using a small aperture to evaluate differences in local flux amplitudes revealed this star to be the source of the variability. h Cluster membership probability is 0.067.
i Eclipse was not identified by our main period-finding pipeline but was noticed in our by-eye vetting. j The trapezoid model struggled to fit well, and the calculated uncertainty on the period was unrealistically small and we decided to not report it.
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, only two other published works (other than Wallace et al. 2019a , which was based on the work presented in this paper) have presented results based on the K2 superstamp images of M4. Miglio et al. (2016) performed asteroseismology of K giants in M4, and Kuehn et al. (2017) looked at the RR Lyrae variables. We have already compared our results with those of Kuehn et al. (2017) in Section 3.2, and we compare our results with those of Miglio et al. (2016) here. Miglio et al. (2016) found evidence of solar-like oscillations in 8 stars from their chosen set of 28 (chosen based on B − I > 1.7 and V < 14), or 29% of the stars. Making comparable cuts based on Gaia DR2 magnitudes and colors, G BP − G RP > 1.25 and G < 14.0, as well as including only those stars that have a >99% membership probability (see Table 1 and Wallace 2018b), we end up with 55 stars in our chosen sample. Out of those stars, we find asteroseismic variability in 24 of them (W491, W508, W521, W799, W869, W1091, W1165, W1349, W1582, W1608, W1735, W1763, W2162, W2386, W2631, W2665, W2678, W2772, W2887, W3033, W3073, W3480, W3742, and W3996), or 44% of the stars, plus four suspected variables (W1068, W1717, W2577, and W3371). Note that five of these variables-W521, W799, W1608, W2386, W2887-are included in the presentation of the HB variables in Section 3.3 and Figure 10 . Restricting further to focus only on the largest giants, selecting those stars with G < 12.7 with the same color and membership cut as before, we end up with 18 stars in our sample, of which 8 are identified as asteroseismic (multiharmonic) variables (W869, W1165, W1735, W1763, W2631, W2665, W2772, and W3996), or 44%. It would appear we were able to identify more asteroseismically active stars, both in number and in percentage, than Miglio et al. (2016) . Of the eight stars they identified, their S1, S6, and S7 are in our edge region so we do not have light curves for them. For the others, we match their S2 to our W2022, S3 to W2665, S4 to W760, S5 to W3033, and S8 to W3929. Our procedure detected variability for only S3/W2665 and S5/W3033, though looking at the periodogram results for the other three, we would have definitely caught them had their periodograms been presented during a manual variability vetting. These objects did not make it to the by-eye portion of our variability search because they did not have sufficiently large periodogram SNRs, probably because of the very rich structure of the periodograms and the small differences in amplitude between the top periodogram peak and nearby peaks.
Other than these two papers, and our previous work in Wallace et al. (2019a) , no other published work has used the M4 superstamp data. Given that it has been publicly available for over four years and has such rich po-tential, of which we believe this work has only scratched the surface, this is surprising. More generally, the cluster superstamps of K2 have received rather sparse attention, at least in terms of general variable searches (there have been a good number of searches targeted at specific stars). To our knowledge, the exhaustive list of general variability searches among K2 cluster superstamps is: work by LaCourse et al. (2015), Libralato et al. (2016a), and Soares-Furtado et al. (2017) for M35 and NGC 2185 in K2 Campaign 0; the work of Nardiello et al. (2016) for M67 in K2 Campaign 5; and the work of Libralato et al. (2016b) for Praesepe (M44) in K2 Campaign 5. Similar, though limited, work has been done for the K2 Campaign 9 microlensing superstamp (e.g. Zhu et al. 2017) .
The incredible results from these cluster superstamp searches speak for themselves: Libralato et al. (2016a) presented a list of 2133 variables (out of 60,000 stars searched) for M35 and NGC 2158 and the work of Soares-Furtado et al. (2017) found 1151 variable stars from the same data (Soares-Furtado, private communication), Libralato et al. (2016b) found 1680 variable stars-of which 1071 were new discoveries-in M44, and Nardiello et al. (2016) found 451 variable stars-of which 299 were new discoveries-in M67, not to mention the 94 variables in this work (including the two mmRRs of Wallace et al. 2019a) , of which 76 are new, and 67 suspected variables, all of which are new. These new discoveries are valuable not just for better understanding the variable phenomena and/or the associated stars themselves, but with many belonging to either open or globular clusters, they can also help us learn more about these unique and astrophysically important environments. Focusing specifically on GCs like M4, eclipsing binaries-sometimes referred to as the "royal road" to stellar astrophysics (Russell 1948 )-can shed important light on the precise masses and radii of stars belonging to a (more or less) monolithic, metal-poor environment. Asteroseismic measurements can provide similar constraints on stellar properties for the evolved stars. Additionally, the as-yet elusive detection of a transiting exoplanet in a GC (despite previous efforts made by Gilliland et al. 2000; Weldrake et al. 2005 , 2008 and Nascimbeni et al. 2012 ) could provide valuable clues on the dynamical and environmental histories of GCs. We do not attempt a focused transiting exoplanet search in this work, but we do have one in progress.
Even more, M4 is not the only GC that has been observed by K2. M80 was observed concurrent with M4 during Campaign 2; M9, M19, NGC 6293, NGC 6355, and Terzan 5 were all observed during Campaign 11; and NGC 5897 was observed during Campaign 15. Given the increased distance of all of these clusters relative to M4, the data will be of lower quality and more crowded, but these are still potentially rich datasets nonetheless, for the giant stars if not for anything else. This untapped potential of the K2 cluster superstamps was recognized by Barentsen et al. (2018) . Despite the crowding and the distance, the continuous nature and high precision of the observations make them very valuable datasets.
And finally, K2 will not be the end of such crowded, low-resolution, continuously observed data. The full frame images from the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS Ricker et al. 2015) are providing similar data that, by the primary mission's end, will cover nearly the whole sky. At approximately five times larger pixel scale than Kepler, observations of objects of similar crowdedness to M4 will probably be hopelessly blended, but the outskirts of such objects as well as the cores of less compact objects will provide rich datasets, with important discoveries for the making, if we can learn how to deal with such crowdedness at scale.
To this end, we wish to reiterate some of the weaknesses of our present approach. We do this not just to provide caveats to our present analysis but also to provide a springboard for the community to improve upon our and others' approaches as we look to make best use of TESS's crowded data.
• Our roll-decorrelation procedure, based on that of Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) , does not work with large-amplitude variables, so our analysis of all of the Clement et al. (2001) variables (see Table 2 ) could be improved by, e.g., a simultaneous fit of the variability signal with the roll pattern.
• Also, our roll-decorrelation procedure fits out a B-spline with breakpoints set nominally every 1.5 days, which we do not add back in to the light curve. This is likely to remove any long-term variability that may exist, and indeed in two of the cases we examined (V13 and SC3), our final light curves did not exhibit long-period variability that was apparent in the raw light curves.
• Since our primary variability selection criterion was based on periodogram SNR, those objects with significant variability at a variety of periods may have low periodogram SNR for otherwise robust variability owing to extra noise included in the calculation. As was discussed earlier in this Section, we know this is a problem for at least three of the asteroseismic oscillators that our code did not mark as robustly variable (W760, W2022, and W3929) and some HB stars (see Section 3.3) and we expect there are others.
• The blend identification and removal procedure in our code can be improved. One such improvement would be a more nuanced selection of fit for removal of signals-whether intrinsic or blendedfor searching for additional variability. We employed an 11-harmonic Fourier series fit for removal of these signals. The reason we chose such a high-harmonic fit was to fit RRAB signals well, but in many cases having so many harmonics led to overfitting of the signal and introduced spurious signals of same period but different shape into our light curves. Another improvement would be to include a more precise determination of variability period during the period search instead of after, since we found some cases where the detected period was off slightly from the true variability period, leaving significant signal of similar period in the residual due to the not-quite-correct period being used.
• Fainter stars that were very closely blended with considerably brighter, large-amplitude variable stars, as a result of the image subtraction photometric calculation, often had light curves with exceptionally high scatter. The stars also had many light curve points that were unable to be calculated (e.g., image subtraction determined that at a variable minimum, the fainter star would have to have a negative flux to match the observed flux deficit and the calculation would thus fail). This itself is expected as a part of the image subtraction. However, because of this high scatter and systematically missing data, our seven-harmonic Fourier fit to determine the variability amplitude would often give an egregiously large value for the amplitude that would far exceed the amplitude for the variable itself. This meant that many of our highest-amplitude variables, for which detection should be most robust, were being marked as blends. We fixed this by requiring ∆F/F 0 < 3 for an amplitude measure to be considered realistic and ignoring the amplitude otherwise. Better ways of avoiding this situation could certainly be implemented, such as determining from the light curves and position information prior to the variability search which objects are likely to have these hopelessly blended, extreme light curves that would produce poor results in an amplitude determination.
• The harmonic fit method of amplitude determination did not always work well for the eclipsing binaries with narrow eclipses. For BLS searches, a more robust determination of signal amplitudes for comparison with neighbors and blend determination would be eclipse depth, determined either from the BLS fit itself or from another model fit, e.g. a trapezoid model. We reran our BLS search with eclipse depth as the amplitude determination but did not find any additional variables. This modification to simple deblend is not yet implemented in the main branch, which is why we mention it here.
• While our selection of which aperture to use for an object of a given magnitude was based on a superstamp-wide evaluation of light curve scatter versus magnitude, it may be that in the more crowded regions, smaller-than-globally-expected apertures produce less scatter. A more robust determination of this could be useful.
• We do not treat saturated stars in any special way.
• Our variability search produced 1310 objects (out of 4554 searched) with purported robust variability. Our by-eye selection and manual blend determination reduced this to 161. Relying so heavily on a manual and qualitative final vetting step is less than ideal and likely to lead to incorrect determinations in some of the marginal cases. Reducing the amount of manual work involved in variable identification and classification is, of course, a long-standing problem in variable astronomy, and much headway is being made. Specific for these data, it is likely that additional quantitative quality cuts could be determined to further pare down the number of objects that need to be searched by eye.
• We only examined objects with a Gaia DR1 G < 19. While in the crowded regions all fainter objects were essentially included since the apertures for the included sources overlapped and covered the whole image, many stars of potential interest in the less crowded regions of the images were not included. Since we discovered variables all the way down to the G = 19 cut we made (see, e.g., the blended pair W283 and W293 in Table 4) , there may very well be other variables, both cluster members and nonmembers, to be discovered in this fainter population.
As mentioned in Section 1, this work is intended primarily as a work of breadth rather than depth. The light curve processing and results are presented, but analysis of the individual variable objects is limited to only a very few of them, and the analysis is very limited at that. There is much that could be done with these data, and since our light curves are publicly available at Wallace et al. (2019b) , we invite any and all interested in these objects to perform their own analyses in further depth. Some potential jumping off points include: detailed analysis of the RR Lyrae variables and further comparison with Kuehn et al. (2017) ; detailed analysis of the asteroseismically active giants and comparison with Miglio et al. (2016) ; further analysis of the asteroseismically active HB stars and their connections with what we have called mmRRs, and what connection (if any) these may have with the RR Lyrae variables; cross-matching our identified non-cluster-member variables with available photometric catalogs to see if their variability could be classified; searching for long-period variables via a different light curve processing pipeline; observational follow up on our blended objects (Table 4) to determine which are the actual sources of variability; radial velocity follow up of the eclipsing binaries; follow up, perhaps with an X-ray telescope, of our likely X-ray binary; and spectroscopic follow up and characterization of all new variables presented in this work. These light curves represent the longest continuously observed GC with reduced data and, as such, have a myriad of potential uses.
This work and the others mentioned here that worked on the K2 open clusters demonstrates the efficiency of superstamp-style observations of crowded regions. For the 40,000 pixels of the K2 superstamp, we derived light curves for 4554 objects, or ∼8.8 pixels per object. This is not including the objects in our edge region for which one could still extract light curves. To be comparably efficient, the stamp size for observing isolated targets would have to be ∼3 pixels by ∼3 pixels. This demonstrates how, for missions with limited data downlink bandwidth, observations of crowded regions can be an efficient way to maximize stars observed per pixel of data, with the tradeoff of blending.
CONCLUSION
We extracted light curves for 4554 objects in the GC M4 from the K2 superstamp data of the cluster. With ∼78 days of continuous observations represented in the final light curves these are, by far, the longest continuous light curves ever reduced for a GC, and monitored at the high precision that Kepler/K2 provides. We employ image subtraction to extract our raw light curves, then clean up the data using a roll-decorrelation procedure based on that of Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) and removing common trends in the data using TFA. Our final photometric precision is 0.2 mmag for G≈12, 1 mmag for G≈15, and 10 mmag for G≈18 objects, with M4's main sequence turnoff being around G≈16-17. We make these light curves publicly available (Wallace et al. 2019b) .
We also searched for periodic variability in our light curves using the GLS, PDM, and BLS algorithms. We find 66 variables and 57 suspected variables that are cluster members, 24 variables and 10 suspected variables that are not cluster members, and four where cluster membership is ambiguous. Of these, 52 cluster members (when including the two mmRRs of Wallace et al. 2019a) and 20 cluster non-members, as well as all four of the variables with ambiguous membership and all the the 67 suspected variables, are new discoveries. Our number of newly discovered cluster-member variables is three times greater than the total number of cluster-member variables discovered in this area of the sky (K2 superstamp minus the edge region) in all previous surveys. Of note among cluster members are seven asteroseismically variable HB stars, a slightly eccentric ∼4.6-day eclipsing binary cluster member, a ∼0.20-day EW binary, a likely X-ray binary with quiescent periodic optical variability, and a ∼0.27-day EW binary that is highly likely to be a cluster member. Among non-cluster members, we discover a slightly eccentric ∼22-day eclipsing binary with apparent reflection effects just before and after transits. This is just the starting point for the analysis of many of these objects. Miglio et al. (2016) performed an asteroseismic analysis for two of the asteroseismically active giants we identified, but there remain over 20 from this work to be analyzed, and more to be identified. The asteroseismic variability of the HB stars in particular are of interest in understanding the mmRRs first presented in Wallace et al. (2019a) , and none of the seven variable non-RR-Lyrae HB stars (see Figure 10 and Section 3.3) have received an asteroseismic analysis. Additional analysis is needed to understand the large number of unclassified variables we present in this work, both in and out of the cluster. The results of this work are the longest continuously observed light curves ever derived for general GC stars, and we anticipate much to come from the data.
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Despite the reasonably robust performance of our automated blend detection method, there still remained many blends in the final set of detected periods. Some reasons for the residual blends include: blending with or photometric footprinting by a variable object that was further away than our chosen search radius of 12 pixels or objects with particularly small separations ending up with similar flux amplitudes in their variability due to the amount of overlap in their apertures. In the latter case, there were some objects for which we were able to disentangle which was the real variable, while Table 4 records those objects which we were not able to disentangle. Though the accounting here is fairly exhaustive, we did not record all instances of stars that were clear blends with the RR Lyrae variables based on proximity, period, and light curve properties. Despite choosing the 12-pixel blend search radius based on results in the neighborhood of two RR Lyrae variables in our images, there were still some stars outside this radius for other RR Lyrae variables that were blended with those variables.
Many stars had similar variability and the same period and phase as V19. These were all ∼12-18 pixels away from the star and predominantly clustered together. We do not know for sure what caused this relatively distant blending. We checked all of the stars with period and phase that matched V19 to make sure none were obviously their own variable before excluding them from further consideration. The stars thus excluded were W1820, W1836, W1838, W1995, W2007, W2205, W2264, W2316, W2381, W2413, W2420, W2439, W2467, W2540, W2583, W2600, W2626, W2695, W2701, W2748, W2774, W2776, and W2777. There were also three stars that were 38-41 pixels away in rough relative proximity to each other that were 180
• out of phase with V19 and had the same period. These were also excluded after a visual check of their light curves: W1948, W1960, and W2201.
The following stars were all blended with each other and all have the same period as V27. They are also all ∼33-36 pixels away from V27. The signals look like inverted RRAB signals, so it may be some systematic from our data reduction. All of these were removed from consideration: W3232, W3234, W3246, W3248, W3262, W3285, W3296, W4540.
W3623 has the same period and nearly same phase as V9 with a similar shape, despite being over 80 pixels away. We removed W3623 from consideration because of this.
W285 has the same period as V35 from Clement et al. (2001) and also looks like an RRAB, which V35 is. Thus we consider W285 as a blend with V35 even though we do not have a light curve for V35.
W2398 is blended with ∼0.47-day-period V19 and thus its ∼0.12-day variability detected by GLS is discounted by us and we marked it as not a variable. Closer examination may be able to determine whether this is a correct call or not.
There were several stars in close proximity to each other with variability of approximately the same period as V29, but did not phase up with V29, and were also 100 pixels away from V29. However, V28 in the catalog of Clement et al. (2001) has nearly the same period as V29 and, while not included in the K2 superstamp of M4, is only ∼11-15 pixels away from most of these stars (one was 27 pixels away). Based on this, we decided to mark the following stars as blends with V28 given the proximity, after a visual check of their light curves: W3678, W3735, W3796, W3811, W3848, W3854, W3880, and W3914. Additionally, W2709 phased up with V29 and was marked as a blend despite being ∼125 pixels away.
W1097 is hopelessly blended with the bright variable W1165. Looking at the respective light curve, W1097's light curve was excessively noisy (likely due to blending with the much brighter star) and the variability was not nearly as apparent as for W1165. We thus removed W1097 from consideration.
Many stars shared a similar ∼1.95-day period and phased up with each other. This period is approximately the same period (1.962 days) as the resaturation events, producing a blank image at this period. These stars were all assumed to share a common systematic based on the resaturation events and removed from further consideration. These were W144, W221, W335, W338, W391, W528, W678, W2098, W2286, W2694, W3178, W3785, and W3955. Additionally, other stars were found with this similar period that did not quite phase up with the others (though some were 180
• out of phase) but were still assumed to have a similar systematic unless visual inspection of their light curve revealed otherwise. These objects were W83, W610, W2040, W2309, W3306, W3779, W4062, W4083, W4096, W4177, W4293, Figure 17 . Same as Figure 11 , but for suspected variables and for a mixture of cluster members and nonmembers. The first 15 suspected variables are shown in this figure, with the rest of the suspected variables shown in Figures 18, 19 , 20, and 21. Cluster membership is indicated below the object identifier in the upper right corner of each panel: "M" means cluster member (specifically, that the cluster membership probability is >99%), while "NM" means not a cluster member (specifically, that the cluster membership probability is <1%). • W1068: Noisy periodogram.
• W1208: Noisy periodogram.
• W1222: Binned-median points show some bright points in transit in addition to the dimmer points filling out the transit.
• W1263: Noisy periodogram.
• W1539: Noisy periodogram and phase-folded signal has low amplitude.
• W1717: Noisy periodogram and phase-folded signal has low amplitude.
